
Everywhere I sleep, I see Dust Bowl, 2 of 15
after Dorothea Lange’s photo “Between Tulare and Fresno on U.S. 99. Highway gas tanks and signboard approaching town. See general caption” (1939)

somewhere in the bible it says give to caesar
what is caesar’s. and i know what that means.
i’m catholic. and in the empire, ownership
is in the taking. in the removal. in the signage
along a sleeping highway and tankers
of gasoline. in the dream, i walk into the bank
and ask for a loan to buy a house. i wear a tie.
i don’t own a tie. i don’t know
how to tie a tie. when i tie
a tie i search the internet. 
this is how the man asks
me of my assets. a query
sheet in which i list nothing
and know so little in finance
that the man begins speaking
in a new tongue. all i know
is how to say no. i know
no matter tongue i will not
answer him in the af  rmative. waking or sleeping. the subconcious knows. this is not my road. the man eventually stops talking and moves his head. his head tells me that the answer is in the negative.

in my dreams i know i cannot
own property. only ask.

awake, i ask the internet
the # of Bank of Americas.

the internet provides
an answer: 4,600 branches. 

an expansion of 931.17% 
since 1939. i am unable 

to apportion bank ownership 
beyond 100%. to own

 permanence. a perpetual
construct i cannot fashion

alert. what is a pie chart 
depicting 1,000%? 1,000%. 

This is the effort
my grandfather exerted

to remember his grandkids
names. How he ran through

real and imagined names.
Names like the soil, unfamiliar
in the mouth, until swallowed 

by a dust storm at lunch.
a sudden ownership

of the light beyond a harvest.


